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AbstratWe dene the notion of ritial set of an F-square, following the denition of ritial set inlatin squares, and then give ritial sets for ertain lasses of F-squares. We also generaliseertain results obtained for ritial sets of latin squares, and look at minimal suh sets. Weshow that ritial sets of F-squares need to be studied as well as ritial sets for latin squaresas the tehniques used dier onsiderably. We obtain theorems for the sizes of ritial setsof types F (n; 1; n  1); F (n; 1; 1; n  2); and F (n; 2; 2; : : : ; 2).
1 IntrodutionLet n = 0 + 1 + : : :+ v 1, where i is a natural number for eah i. A frequeny squareor F-square of type F = F (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1) and of order n is an n n array with entrieshosen from the set N = f0; 1; : : : ; v   1g, suh that eah element i ours i times in eahrow and in eah olumn. An F-square F an also be thought of as the set of ordered triplesF = f(i; j; k)g where element k ours in position (i; j). A subset of F will also be alled asubsquare or partial F-square. A subsquare of an F-square is also said to be embeded in theF-square. Two subsquares of an F-square are alled isotopi, if one an be transformed onto theother by rearranging rows, rearranging olumns, and renaming elements. A non-empty subsetS of F = F (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1) is a ritial set (of F ) if,1. F is the only F-square of order n whih has element k in position (i; j) for eah (i; j; k) 2 S.(We then say that F is uniquely ompletable from S, and that S is uniquely ompletableto F ),2. (a) every proper subset of S is ontained in at least two F-squares of typeF (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1)or(b) for every (i; j; k) 2 S; l 2 N; l 6= k =) there does not exist any F-square of typeF (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1) whih ontains (S=f(i; j; k)g) [ f(i; j; l)gWe note that a latin square is an F-square of type F = F (n; 1; 1; : : : ; 1)). A latin square L =f(i; j; k)g of order n is alled bak irulant if (i+ j) mod n = k for every triple (i; j; k) 2 L.An F-square will usually have more than one ritial set. We say that a ritial set isminimal if it has minimum ardinality. The notation r or r(F ) will denote the size of aritial set. We denote by sr(F (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1)) the size of the smallest ritial set of1
(F (n;0; 1; : : : ; v 1)). The size of the smallest ritial set in any F-square of order n isdenoted by fss(n), and that of the largest ritial set in any F-square of order n is denotedby fls(n). In the ase of latin squares only, these sizes are denoted by ss(n) and ls(n)respetively. Curran and van Rees [5℄ evaluated ss(n) for n = 1; : : : ; 5, and reently Howse[9℄extended this result to n = 6. The results they obtained are summarised as follows:n 1 2 3 4 5 6ss(n) 0 1 2 4 6 9We onjeture that the size of the smallest ritial set of type (F(n; 1; : : : ; 1; n   i)) wherethere are i zeroes satisessr(F (n; 1; : : : ; n  i))  sr(F (n; 1; : : : ; 1; n  i+ 1))  sr(F (n; 1; 1; : : : ; 1)) = ss(n):Critial sets of latin squares were rst studied by Smetaniuk [12℄, Curran and van Rees [5℄,and Cooper, Donovan and Seberry[1℄. If n is even, let Ce be the setCe = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; n2   1; and j = 0; : : : ; n2   1  ig[ f(i; j; i+ j) : i = n2 + 1; : : : ; n  1 and j = n2   i; : : : ; n  1gwhere addition is taken modulo n. If n is odd, let Co be given byCo = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; (n  3)=2 and j = 0; : : : ; (n  3)=2  ig[ f(i; j; i+ j) : i = (n  1)=2 + 1; : : : ; n  1 and j = (n  1)=2  i; : : : ; n  1gwhere addition is redued modulo n. Curran and van Rees showed that sets Ce and Co bothsatisfy ondition 1 of the denition of ritial set, and that Ce was in fat ritial. Cooper,Donovan and Seberry [1℄ later veried that both Ce and Co are ritial sets, and that in fat Ceis minimal. In summary they showed that:Theorem 1 Ce is a minimal ritial set for a bak irulant square of even order n, and jCej =n24 . Co is a ritial set for a bak irulant square of odd order n, and jCoj = n2 14 .Smetaniuk[12℄, using a dierent method, showed that the size of a minimal ritial set of alatin square of order 2n is at most n2. It is not yet established whether for n odd jCoj = n2 14is minimal, but the evidene so far, is that this may be the ase, see Howse[9℄.Donovan and Cooper [7℄ later established another family of ritial sets in bak irulantlatin squares, thus settling a onjeture by Nelder [11℄ that in the latin square representingthe addition table of the integers modulo n, the upper triangle of entries bounded by, but notinluding the main right-to-left diagonal, is a ritial set. The ritial set in question isA = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; n  2 and j = 0; : : : ; n  2  ig:They further proved that:Lemma 1 (Donovan and Cooper) If L is any bak irulant latin square of order n, and r issome integer suh that (n  3)=2  r  n  2, then the setB = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; r and j = 0; : : : ; r   ig[ f(i; j; i+ j) : i = r + 2; : : : ; n  1 and j = r + 1  i; : : : ; n  1gis a ritial set in L. 2
If P is a partial latin square then an element p 2 P is said to be 2-essential if there exists a2 2 latin subsquare S, suh that S \ P = p. P is alled 2-ritial if it is uniquely ompletableto a latin square, and every element of P is 2-essential. Stinson and van Rees give a produtonstrution on latin squares, and show that given a 2-ritial set, a ritial set of higher orderan be onstruted. Their onstrution ould not be applied to ertain types of ritial sets inbak irulant latin squares of odd order (among others).Cooper, Donovan and Gower[3℄ determined a family of ritial sets for latin squares that arethe produt of a latin square of order 2 with a bak irulant latin square of odd order. In [16℄Peddada, Seberry and Chaudhry showed that the uniquely ompletable sets of Cooper, Donovanand Gower are not minimal, and also gave a number of omputer generated ritial sets.Let P = f(i; j; k) : i; j; k 2 Ng be a partial F-square of order n. jP j is said to be the size ofthe partial square and the set f(i; j) : (i; j; k) 2 P for some k 2 Ng is alled the shape of P .We now look at general onstrutions of ritial sets for some types of F-squares.
2 F-squares of type F = F (n; t; n  t).Theorem 2 Let t = 1, so F is of the form F (n; 1; n   1). For every natural number n  2,there exists a minimal ritial set of size fss(n) = n  1.Proof. In suh an F-square 0 ours preisely one in every row and one in every olumn,while 1 ours n   1 times in every row and n   1 times in every olumn. Consider the shortdiagonal D0 = f(1; n   1; 0); (2; n   2; 0); : : : ; (n   1; 1; 0)g. We laim that it is a ritial set.Denote by D the shape of D0. Sine 0 ours one in rows 2 to n  1, therefore 1 an ll everyother ell in these rows. Also, 0 ours one in olumns 2 to n  1, so 1 an ll every other ell(that is, those olumn ells that were not lled above). Thus the only ell not yet lled is (0; 0),and this an be uniquely lled with the element 0. That is, D0 is uniquely ompletable.Consider the subset D=f(1; n  1; 0) of D. We an uniquely ll eah ell in the rows 2; : : : ; n  1and in the olumns 2; : : : ; n   2, beause the element 0 ours one eah in eah of these rowsand olumns. Only ells (0; 0); (0; n 1); (1; 0); (1; n 1) remain unlled. Consider ell (1; n 1).There are exatly two possible entries that an ll this ell, 0 or 1. If 0 then we obtain thepreviously lled F-square. If the entry is 1 then element 0 must be fored into ells (0; n   1)and (1; 0), in whih ase 1 must again ll ell (0; 0). But this then gives a omplete F-square ofthe form F (n; 1; n  1). Thus D=f(1; n  1; 0) has at least two ompletions. A similar argumentan be made for eah of the other entries in D. Thus D0 is a ritial set.Let E be any subset of F of size n  2, and with every ell lled with element 0. Then eahrow i suh that there exists (i; j; 0) 2 E an be lled uniquely, as an every olumn in E thanontains a 0. There will be two rows that annot be uniquely lled, and two olumns, giving riseto exatly 4 ells that haven't been lled (the intersetions of these rows and olumns). Eah ofthese unlled rows/olumns ontains only 10s. Thus lling any one of these ells will fore theother ells to be lled uniquely. That is, eah suh E has at least two ompletions. Thus thereannot be any ritial set of size n  2 (or less), and D is of minimal size.Clearly fss(n) = n  1. 2Remark. This is obviously the smallest ritial set size taken over all ritial sets of order n.That is, fss(n) = n  1. Further work, whih will appear elsewhere, indiates that the largestritial set size for all ritial sets of order n, is fls(n)  7(n4 )2   2 when n is even, and isfls(n)  7(n 14 )2 + 7(n 14 )  1 when n is odd.
3
Remark. In the ase of latin squares a uniquely ompletable partial latin square is not aritial set if and only if any subset of the partial latin square has at least two ompletions. Inthe ase of F-squares, as an be seen in the proof of the theorems above and below, the situationdiers in general. A uniquely ompletable partial F-square F may not be a ritial set beauseevery non-trivial subset of F does not lead to any legitimate F-square. Thus the idea of latininterhanges as disussed and used by several authors (see for example [1℄) is not partiularlyuseful for F-squares in general.Theorem 3 Every F-square of type F (n; 2; n   2); n  4 has a ritial set of size 2n   3. Forthis type the element 0 ours twie in eah row and twie in eah olumn, whereas element 1ours n  2 times in eah row and in eah olumn.Proof. Let D0 = f(1; n 1; 0); (2; n 2; 0); : : : ; (n 1; 1; 0)g[f(2; n 1; 0); (3; n 2; 0); : : : ; (n 1; 2; 0)g be the union of the two short diagonals indiated. Denote by D the shape of D0. Notethat in D, rows 2; : : : ; n   1 and olumns 2; : : : ; n   1 ontain the element 0 twie eah. Eahell in these rows/olumns an be lled uniquely, with the element 1. Fill these. So far, onlyells (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0) and (1; 1) haven't yet been lled. But row 0 has the element 1 ouringin eah of its ells, exept for ells (0; 0) and (0; 1). Thus these two ells an be lled uniquelywith element 0 eah. Column 0 now ontains 1 in eah of the ells (2; 0); : : : ; (n   1; 0), andelement 0 in ell (0; 0). Thus 0 an uniquely ll ell (1; 0). Element 1 is now fored uniquelyinto ell (1; 1). Thus D0 is uniquely ompletable.Consider the set E = D=f(2; n   1)g. Element 0 ours twie in eah of the rows/olumns3; : : : ; n   1. Thus the rest of the ells in these rows/olumns an be uniquely lled with theelement 1. Fill these. Consider olumn 0. The ells ommon to this olumn and the union of therows 3; : : : ; n  1 are (3; 0); : : : ; (n  1; 0), and these must neessarily now have been lled withthe element 1. But there are n   2 ouranes of 1 in this olumn, so the only two remainingells, (0; 0) and (1; 0), must be lled with element 0.So far, only ells (0; 1); (0; n   1); (1; 1) and (1; n   1) are unlled. Eah of these ells maybe lled with either 0 or 1. If for example 0 goes into (1; n   1) then element 1 goes into ell(0; n 1), foring 0 into (0; 1) and 1 into (1; 1). We obtain an F-square of type F (n; 2; n 2). Onthe other hand if 1 goes into ell (1; n  1) then 0 goes into ell (0; n  1), 1 into ell (0; 1) and 0into ell (1; 1), giving another F-square of type F (n; 2; n  2). That is, E has two ompletions.Similar arguments an be made for the partial F-square D=(n  1; 1). That is, D=(n  1; 1)has at least two ompletions.Consider the set D=f(2; n  2). Eah of rows 3; : : : ; n  1 ontain element 0 twie. Eah ofolumns 3; : : : ; n   3 and n   1 ontain the element 0 twie. Thus the remaining ells in theserows/olumns an be lled uniquely, with the element 1. Fill these. The as yet unlled ells willbe the intersetions of the unlled rows and olumns: These are the ells (0; 0); (0; 1); (0; n  2); (1; 0); (1; 1); (1; n  2); (2; 0); (2; 1); (2; n  2), nine in all. If ell (2; n  2) is lled with 0 thenwe an uniquely omplete to the above F-square. We will show that there is at least one otherompletion. Fill ell (2; 0) with element 1, and ell (2; n   2) with element 1. Now olumn 1ontains 1 in all its ells, exept ells (0; 0) and (1; 0). These an now be lled with element 0.Row 1 now ontains 0 in ells (1; 0) and (1; n  1). Thus any remaining ell in this row an belled, with element 1. Fill these. Only ell (0; n   2) in olumn n   2 hasn't yet been lled.Sine 1 already ours n  2 times in this olumn, therefore element 0 an uniquely ll this ell.This fores element 0 into ell (0; 1), and element 1 into ell (2; 1). The result is an F-square oftype F (n; 2; n  2). That is, D=f(2; n  2; 0)g has at least two ompletions. Similar argumentsan be made for eah of the sets D=f(3; n   3)g; : : : ;D=f(n   2; 2)g, as well as the deletion ofany of the entries in the lower small diagonal. Thus D0 is a ritial set.The size of the ritial set is r = n  1 + n  2 = 2n  3. 24
The above theorem is for any integer n. For n even, we have:Theorem 4 If n  4 is even, then eah F-square of type F = F (n; 2; n   2) has a ritial setD0 of size r = 2n  4. Furthermore D0 is minimal.Proof. Let D0 be the set f(0; 0; 0); (0; 1; 0); (1; 0; 0); (1; 1; 0); (2; 2; 0); (2; 3; 0); (3; 2; 0); (3; 3; 0);: : : ; (n  4; n  4; 0); (n  4; n  3; 0); (n  3; n   4; 0); (n  3; n  3; 0)g. Let D be the shape ofD0. Then 0 ours twie eah in rows 0; : : : ; n  3, and twie eah in olumns 0; : : : ; n  3. Thuseah of the remaining ells in these rows and olumns an be lled uniquely with element 1.Having lled these, only four ells remained unlled, namely: (n  2; n  2); (n  2; n  1); (n 1; n   2); (n   1; n   1). But these an be lled uniquely with element 0. Thus D0 is uniquelyompletable.Suppose (0; 0; 0) is deleted from D0. Then rows 1; : : : ; n   3 ontains 0 twie, and olumns0; 2; : : : ; n  3. Every empty ell in these rows and olumns an be uniquely lled with element1. So far ells (0; 0); (0; n  2); (0; n  1); (n  2; 0); (n  2; n  2); (n  2; n  1); (n  1; 0); (n 1; n 2); (n 1; n 1) are not lled. None of these ells an be lled uniquely. Similar argumentsan be made for any other proper subset of D0. Thus D0 is a ritial set.Consider D0 again. Eah non-empty row and olumn ontains 0 exatly twie. Any row andolumn isotope of D0 will again have this property. Consider row 0. Suppose we remove theentry 0 in ell (0; 1) and plae it elsewhere in the same row. Call the new set of triples F . Thereare only two ells that we an plae this 0 element in, without destroying the form F (n; 2; n 2),and these are ells (0; n  2) and (0; n  1). Suppose 0 is plaed in ell (0; n  2). Then as abovewe an ll all the rows and olumns ontaining the element 0 twie. These are rows 0; : : : ; n 3,and olumns 0; 2; : : : ; n  3. Sine in olumn n  1 ells (0; n  1); : : : ; (n  3; n  1) eah ontainthe element 1 one eah, therefore ells (n   2; n   1) and (n   1; n   1) an be lled uniquelywith entry 0. Thus olumn n  1 too an be uniquely lled.So far, rows n   2; n   1 and olumns 1 and n   2 haven't been lled ompletely. Theintersetions of these rows and olumns are ells (n 2; 1); (n 2; n 2); (n 1; 1) and (n 1; n 2).None of these an be uniquely lled. Similar arguments an be made if entry 0 is removed fromell (0; n  1). Similarly, no isotope of F will be uniquely ompletable.The dierene between D0 and F is in the set D0, every non-empty row and olumn ontains0 twie, whereas in F , olumns 1 and n  1 ontained 0 only one eah. It an be easily hekedthat if an extra 0 is plaed either in olumn 1 or n 1 without destroying the form F (n; 2; n 2),then the new set will be uniquely ompletable to an F-square of the form F (n; 2; n  2). Thatis, no non-isotope of D0 that has the same size as D' or that has a smaller size an uniquelyomplete. That is, D0 is minimal.The size of the ritial set is r = 2:(n  2) = 2n  4: 2By modifying the above proofs we an generalise the above result as follows:Theorem 5 Let tjn; t 6= n. Then there is an F-square of type F (n; t; n  t) with ritial set ofsize r = tn  t2. 2
Example 1 Let n = 8. Then for t = 1; 2; 4 we have the following ritial sets:
5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0
0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
2
Theorem 6 If t  k then F (tk+1; t; t(k 1)+1) has a ritial set of size r = (k 1)t2+ 12 t(t+1).Proof. Construt a set D0 of ells as follows:1. From rows 0; : : : ; u; : : : ; t  1, pik ells (u; v), where 0  v  t  1.2. From rows t; : : : ; u; : : : ; 2t  1, pik ells (u; v), where t  v  2t  1.: : : : : :3. From rows t(k   2); : : : ; u; : : : ; t(k   1)  1, pik ells (u; v), where t  v  t(k   1)  1.4. (a) From row t(k   1), pik ells (t(k   1); v), where t(k   1)  v  tk   1.(b) From row t(k   1) + 1, pik ells (t(k   1); v), where t(k   1)  v  tk   2.: : : : : :() From row tk   1, pik ell (tk   2; t(k   1)).We laim that the set ontaining all of the above ells, eah lled with entry 0, is a ritialset.Eah of the rows 0; : : : ; t(k   1) ontains the element 0 t times. Thus the other entries inthese rows an be lled with entry 1. Similarly for olumns 0; : : : ; t(k  1). Row tk and olumntk now eah ontain element 1 t(k 1)+1 times. So the other ells in these row and olumn anbe lled with element 0. Row tk+1 and olumn tk+1 now eah ontains the element 0 t times,and so the empty ells in these rows and olumns an be lled with element 1. Continuing thisway, we an uniquely ll the F-square.The proof that the above set is ritial is similar to the proofs of the above theorems.On inspetion r = (k   1)t2 + 12t(t+ 1). 2Example 2 Consider n = 13. 13 = 26+1 and also 13 = 34+1. Then for types F (13; 2; 11)and F (13; 3; 10) we have the following ritial sets respetively:
6
0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00
0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 00
Similarly, eah subarray above an be replaed by a latin square on the symbols 0; 1; : : : ; t 1,giving:Theorem 7 If t  k then F (tk + 1; 1; 1; : : : ; 1; t(k   1) + 1) has a ritial set of size r =(k   1)t2 + 12t(t+ 1).Example 3 Thus for example the above two ritial sets beome:0 11 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 11 0 0 11
7
0 1 21 2 02 0 1 0 1 21 2 02 0 1 0 1 21 2 02 0 1 0 1 21 22
3 Type F (2t+ 1; 1; 1; 2t  1)Let t = 2. Consider now the following partial F-square:0 1211 0This is a ritial set for an F-square of type F (5; 1; 1; 3). Here r = 6. We an embed this ina 7 7 partial F-square as follows: 0 10 1211 01 0This is a ritial set for a 7 7 F-square of type F (7; 1; 1; 5). This ritial set an in turn beembedded in a partial F-square of order 9, with extra entries (0; 0; 0); (8; 0; 1); (8; 8; 0); (0; 8; 1),giving: 0 10 10 1211 01 01 0
8
This is a ritial set of size 14 for an F-square of type F (9; 1; 1; 7)Similarly we an onstrut a ritial set of order 11, 13, et. In general, given a ritial setof the above type of odd order n  5, a partial F-square of the same type, of order n+2 an beobtained by the above proess. We all this proess embedding to a higher order . The resultinghigher order partial F-square is said to be an embedding from the lower order F-square.Theorem 8 For t  2 there is an F-square of type F (2t + 1; 1; 1; 2t   1) having ritial set ofsize r(F) = 4t-2.Proof. We will show that the 5  5 partial F-square is a ritial set: In the rst plaerows/olumns 0 and 4 ontain eah of the elements 0 and 1 one eah. Thus eah empty ell inthese rows/olumns an be lled with element 2. Row 2 ontains element 2 three times. Theother two (empty) ells must be lled with either 0 or 1. Sine 1 is already ontained one inolumn 2, ell (1; 1) must be lled with element 0. Cell (1; 3) must therefore be uniquely lledwith element 1. Cell (2; 1) in olumn 1 must now be lled with element 2. Of the empty ells,element 0 is now fored into ell (2; 3), element 2 into ell (3; 3), element 0 into ell (3; 2), andelement 1 into (2; 2). Thus every ell in the partial F-square an be uniquely lled.We now show that the 55 partial F-square is a ritial set, by exhibiting a seond ompletionfor any deletion of any element from this set. (See table below)Thus the original 5 5 partial F-square is a ritial set.Suppose H is a ritial set of type F (2t+ 1; 1; 1; 2t  1) and odd order n. Suppose G is anembedding from H. We laim that H is a ritial set for an F-square of the above type, but ofodd order 2t+3. Fill H to obtain F . Now only rows 0, 2t+2, and olumns 0 and 2t+2 remainunlled in the new partial F-square G. Sine eah of these rows and olumns ontain 0 and 1exatly one eah, therefore eah empty ell in eah of these rows/olumns an be uniquely lledwith the element 2. But then we obtain an F-square of type F (2t + 3; 1; 1; 2t+ 1). That is, Gis uniquely ompletable.If an entry is deleted from H then we annot omplete sine H is a ritial set of order2t+ 1. Suppose entry (0; 0; 0) is deleted. Fill in all the rows and olumns that ontain eah ofthe elements 0 and 1 one eah. Now ll in the entries in the partial square H. Then only row 0and olumn 0 now have empty entries eah. In row 0, only ells (0; n 32 ), (0; n 12 ), and (0; n+12 )have not been lled in. Sine every olumn exept olumn 0 ontains eah of the elements 0and 1 one eah, therefore element 2 must go into eah of these ells. But now row 0 ontains1 one (in ell (0; 2t+ 2)), and the element 2 in every other ell. Clearly this is a ontradition.Deleting any of the other orner entries will give a similar result. Thus H is a ritial set.Remark. Thus for n odd our onjeture beomesn  1  4t  2  sr(F (n; 1; 1; 1; n  3))  : : :  sr(F (n; 1; 1; : : : ; 2)) sr(F (n; 1; 1; : : : ; 1)) = ls(n).
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Table of alternative ompletionsElement Completion after deletion0 2 2 2 12 2 0 1 2(1,2;2) 2 0 1 2 22 1 2 0 21 2 2 2 00 2 2 2 12 1 2 0 2(3,1;1) 2 2 0 1 22 0 1 2 21 2 2 2 02 2 2 0 12 0 2 1 2(0,0;0) 0 2 1 2 22 1 0 2 21 2 2 2 00 2 2 2 12 0 2 1 2(4,0;1) 1 2 2 0 22 1 0 2 22 2 1 2 00 2 2 1 22 0 2 2 1(0,4;1) 2 2 1 0 22 1 0 2 21 2 2 2 00 2 2 2 12 2 2 1 0(4,4;0) 2 2 1 0 22 1 0 2 21 0 2 2 2 2
4 F-squares of type F = F (n; 2; 2; : : : ; 2)Let n be a natural number, n  2. In this setion we onstrut some lasses of F-squares >fromlatin squares.Theorem 9 There are two (upto isomorphism) F-squares of order 4 of type F (4; 2; 2). We listthem below with their ritial sets:0 0 1 10 0 1 11 1 0 01 1 0 0TypeF (4; 2; 2)
0 00 0
ritial set
0 0 1 10 1 1 01 1 0 01 0 0 1Type F(4;2,2)
0 00 1ritial set 2
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Several authors have used diret produt onstrutions to reate larger latin squares fromsmaller ones, suh that the ritial-set property of the smaller set arries over to the bigger set.See Stinson and van Rees[13℄ for example. They in fat onstruted ritial sets from 2-ritialsets. In the next few setions we show that F-squares of type F (n; 2; 2 : : : ; 2) an be onstrutedfrom latin squares, suh that the ritial sets of the F-squares retain some of the properties ofritial sets of the latin squares.Theorem 10 Let L be any latin square formed on any nite set, and let L0 be a strong (see[1℄)ritial set of L. Let F be the F-square: L LL LThen F is an F-square of type F (n; 2; 2; : : : ; 2), having ritial set F 0:L0 L0L0 L0Proof. Let (i; j) be a position in L0 that an be uniquely lled, say, with element k, 0  k n  1. Then eah of the elements of the set f0; 1; : : : ; n  1g, exept k, must our at least one,in either row i or olumn j of L0. Hene they must also our at least twie in either row i orolumn j, row i or olumn j + n, row i + n or olumn j, and row i + n or olumn j + n, ofF 0. That is positions (i; j); (i; j+ n); (i+ n; j) and (i+ n; j + n) an be uniquely lled, with theelement k. Fill these positions in L0 and F 0, and label the new squares L00 and F 00 respetively.Do similarly for L00 and F 00 as we did for L0 and F 0, et. Sine the original squares are nite,we will eventually ompletely ll every position, and get uniquely ompleted squares. Thus Fis uniquely ompletable from F 0.Let (i; j; k) 2 F 0. Without loss of generality let i = j = 0. Consider the partial F-squareF y = F 0 n f(0; 0; k)g, obtained by deleting (0; 0; k) from F 0. We need to show that F is notompletable from F 0. Consider the following partial F-square:Ly LL Lwhere Ly is the result of deleting (0; 0; k). We saw above that the information needed toomplete the F-square is the same information needed to omplete Ly. Sine L0 is a ritial set,therefore L annot be ompletable from any proper subset of L0. Thus L annot be ompletablefrom Ly. Consequently F is not ompletable from F y. Thus F has ritial set F 0. 2Corollary 1 For the F and L as in the above theorem, r(F ) = 4:r(L).Notation 1 Given a mm square or matrix M , we an obtain isomorphi matries by per-muting the rows and/or olumns of M . The notation 0 1 : : : m0 1 : : : m is meant to mean that row/olumn i replaes row/olumn i to form the new matrix. (As suhwe will often refer to this as the rule for obtaining a new matrix from M .) We will also denoteby w the row permutation  0 1 : : : mw w+1 : : : w 1 . Then w(L) is that matrix obtained fromL by applying the rule w to its rows. 11
Lemma 2 Let I denote the latin square0 1 2 . . . n-2 n-11 2 3 . . . n-1 02 3 4 . . . 0 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n-2 n-1 0 . . . n-4 n-3n-1 0 1 . . . n-3 n-2That is, I = f(i; j; i+ j) : 0  i; j  n 1g, where addition is redued modulo n. Then w(I)is the symmetri latin square given by L = (i; j; i+ j + w) with addition redued modulo n. Byabuse of notation we may write w(i; j; i+ j) = (i; j; i+ j +w) with addition redued modulo n,to indiate the eet w has on the elements of L.Proof. That w(i; j; i + j) = (i; j; i + j + w) follows easily from the denition of w. Sinei+ j + w = j + i+ w for every i; j therefore w(I) is symmetrial. 2Theorem 11 Let n be a natural number, n  2. Then the square E below:I II 1(I)is an F-square in the elements 0,1,. . . ,n-1 of type E = E(2n;2,2,. . . ,2), and is isotopi to thefollowing F-square F: 0 0 1 1 2 2 . . . n-1 n-10 1 1 2 2 3 . . . n-1 01 1 2 2 3 3 . . . 0 01 2 2 3 3 4 . . . 0 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n-1 0 0 1 1 2 . . . n-2 n-1whih is given by F = f(i; j; bi+ j)=2)g where bm=2 is m=2 when m is even, and is(m  1)=2 when m is odd.Proof. We will give a sketh of the proof as follows: Consider the F-square F in the theorem.Permute the olumns using the following rule: 0 1 2 : : : n  1 n n+ 1 : : : 2n  10 2 4 : : : 2n  2 1 3 : : : 2n  1 :We get the following F-square:0 1 2 . . . n-1 0 1 2 . . . n-10 1 2 . . . n-1 1 2 3 . . . 01 2 3 . . . 0 1 2 3 . . . 01 2 3 . . . 0 2 3 4 . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n-1 0 1 . . . n-2 n-1 0 1 . . . n-2n-1 0 1 . . . n-2 0 1 2 . . . n-1
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We now permute the rows with the same rule and we're done.We will show in setion 3 that r = n24 . 2
Theorem 12 Let I be of even order n. Let 2  m  n   2. Then for eah of these m0s thesquare F below: I II n 1(I)has a ritial set of size r =M(M +m)+(N  1)(2N  1), where M = m+1, and N = n m.This F-square is also desribed byF = f(i; j; i+ j mod n) : 0  i  n  1; 0  j  2n  1g[f(i; j; i+ j mod n) : n  i  2n  1; 0  j  n  1g[f(i; j; i+ j   1 mod n) : n  i; j  2n  1g:Proof. We prove two ases, (a) m = n  2 and (b) 2  m < n  2.Case (a): When m = n  2 the general onstrution of the partial set F 0 is:0 1 . . . n 3 0 1 . . . n 31 . . . n 3 1 . . . n 3. . . . . . . . . . . .n 3 n 3n 2 n 20 1 . . . n 3 n 1 0 1 . . . n 31 . . . n 3 0 1 . . . n 3. . . . . . 1 . . . n 3n 3 . . . . . .n 3n 2We rst remark that given any triple (i; j; k) in the F-square the oordinates i and j belongto the set f0; 1; : : : ; 2n   1g, and addition in these oordinates is redued modulo 2n. On theother hand k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; n   1g and addition in k is redued modulo n. Beause of symmetrywhat we prove for the rth olumn will also be true for the rth row. We further remark that eahof the elements 0; 1; : : : ; n  1 ours twie in eah row and in eah olumn in F .
We will prove (a) in two stages; (i) We will show that F 0 had unique ompletion (to F ), and(ii) that any proper subset of F 0 annot have any ompletion.(i): Cells (0; n   1); (n   1; 0); (n   1; n) and (n; n   1) an be uniquely lled. Also only el-ement n   1 an ll eah of these. Fill these. Now between them, row 1 and olumn n   1ontain eah of the elements 1; : : : ; n  2 and n  1 twie. Thus only element 0 an be plaed inell (1; n 1). Similarly, it an be shown that element i+ j mod n an be plaed in ell (i; j), for0  i  n  1, and 0  j  2n  1, as well as in ells (i; j) for n  i  2n  1 and 0  j  n  1.13
Element i+ j 1 mod n an be plaed in ell (i; j), for n  i; j  2n 1. That is, F 0 is uniquelyompletable.(ii): Delete entry (0; 0; 0) from F 0. It is easy to hek that both row n and olumn n anbe uniquely lled. Consider element n   3. We want to show that n   3 an uniquely ll ells(n 2; n 2) and (2n 2; n 2). Now n 3 is ontained twie eah in rows 0; : : : ; n 3 and twieeah in rows n; : : : ; 2n   3. The non-empty ells in olumn n   1 are (n   1; n   1); (n; n   1)and (2n  1; n  1). Thus[i = f0; : : : ; n  3; n; : : : ; 2n  3; n  1; n  3gso that [2n℄= [ i = fn  2; 2n  2g:Also [2n℄= [ j = fn  2; n  2g:That is, k = n   3 an uniquely ll ells (n   2; n   1) and (2n   2; n   1). Continuing in thisway, the following partial F-square an be obtained:1 . . . n 3 0 1 . . . n 31 . . . n 3 1 . . . n 3. . . . . . 1 . . . . . . 1n 3 . . . . . . n 3 . . . . . .1 . . . n 3 n 2 1 . . . n 31 . . . n 3 n 2 n 1 1 . . . n 3 n 20 1 . . . n 3 n 2 n 1 n 1 0 1 . . . n 3 n 21 . . . n 3 0 1 . . . n 3. . . . . . 1 1 . . . n 3n 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 . . . n 3 n 3 . . . . . .1 . . . n 3 n 2 1 . . . n 3We will show now that no other ell an be lled uniquely. We note rst that replaing ell(0; 0) with any element other than the element 0 does not lead to any new useful information,sine that element will either have already oured twie in row 0 or olumn 0, or oursone only. Of the empty ells, ells (0; n   1); (0; 2n   1); (n   1; 0); (n   1; n + 1); (n + 1; n  1); (n + 1; 2n   1); (2n   1; 0); (2n   1; n + 1) have most information pertaining to them, andthus are the most likely to be able to be lled. But on inspetion, none of these ells satisfythe riteria for unique ompletion. For example, onsider ell (0; n   1). Row 0 ontains eahof the elements 1; : : : ; n  3 twie eah,and element 0 one. Column n  1 ontains eah of theelements 1; : : : ; n  2 twie eah, and element n  1 one. The union of these sets is the multisetU = f0; 0; : : : ; n   2; n   2; n   1g, giving [2n℄=U = f0; n   1g, and thus ell (0; n   1) annotbe lled by any element. Similarly none of the other empty ells given above an be lled.Throughout the whole partial F-square, elements 1; : : : n  3 eah ours twie in eah row andin eah olumn. Element n  2 ours twie eah in rows n  1 and n, and olumns n  1 and n.Row(olumn) 0 has only three empty ells. Using the riteria we an show that neither element0 nor n   1 an be fored uniquely into any of these three ells. Similarly, neither element 0nor n  1 an be fored into any empty ell in row 2n  1 or olumn 2n  1. Any other row orolumn is either lled ompletely, or has less lled entries and therefore less likelyhood of beinglled uniquely by any of the elements 0; n  1 or n  2. That is, the partial F-square annot beuniquely lled. 14
We observe that removing the entry (0; 0; 0) is no worse than replaing 0 by k. This isbeause we need the replaement element to our twie in the respetive row and olumn inorder for it to be of any use in the ompletion proess. As long as there is at most one ouraneof an element in the union of row i and olumn j in F 0 we annot omplete to a full F-square.Thus the position from whih an entry is removed is immaterial. From this observation it followsthat the F 0 is a ritial set.Sine jIj = 12(n2   3n + 4) and jAj = 12(n2   n) therefore the size of the partial F-square is2n2   5n+ 6 = (n  1)(2n  3) + 3.(b): The partial set F 0 is represented as follows:
0 1 . . . m 1 0 1 . . . m 11 . . . m 1 1 . . . m 1. . . m 1 . . . m 1m 1 m 1m m. . . . . .m . . . n 3 m 1 . . . n 3m . . . n 3 n 2 m . . . n 3 n 20 1 . . . m 1 n 1 0 1 . . . m 11 . . . m 1 0 1 . . . m 1. . . 1 . . . m 1m 1 . . .m 1m. . . mm . . . n 3 . . . . . .m . . . n 3 n 2 m . . . n 3For ease of notation we will denote row i by Ri and olumn j by Cj . Consider olumn n 1. Wewill show that we an uniquely ll olumn n 1. Now R0 = f0; 0; : : : ;m 1;m 1g and Cn 1 =fm;m; : : : ; n  2; n  2g. Thus [2n℄=fR0 [ Cn 1 = [2n℄=f0; 0; : : : ; n  2; n  2g = fn  1; n  1gand so element n  1 an uniquely ll ell (0; n  1). Also, Rn = f0; 0; : : : ;m  1;m  1g and so[2n℄=Rn [ Cn 1 = fn  1; n  1g, and so ell (n; n  1) an also be uniquely lled with elementn   1. Fill these ells. R2 = f1; 1; : : : ;m   1;m   1g and Cn 1 = fm;m; : : : ; n   1; n   1g, soell an be lled with element 0. Similarly, ell (n + 1; n + 1) an also be lled by element 0.Continuing in this way, we an eventually uniquely ll all of olumn n  2.So far, Rn = f0; 0; : : : ;m  1;m  1; n  1; n  1g and Cn 1 = fm;m; : : : ; n  3; n  3g, andso ell (n; n 1) an be uniquely lled with element n 2. Similarly, ell (n; 2n 1) an be lledwith element n  2. Continuing in this way, we an uniquely ll row n.Having lled the above olumn and row, row 2n   1 an now be lled, then olumn n   2,row n + 1, olumn 2n   2, et. That is, the partial F-square F 0 is uniquely ompletable to theF   square.We need now to show that no subset of F 0 is ompletable. Suppose (0; 0; 0) is deleted fromF 0. That is R0 = f1; 1; : : : ;m  1;m  1g = C0. Consider the (n  1)th olumn. To ll say ell(0; n 1) we need to have [2n℄=R0[Cn 1 = fk; kg for some k 2 [n℄. As above we an still ll rown. We an also use the riteria for unique ompletion to ll ells (2; n  1); : : : ; (m;n  1) withelements 1; : : : ;m 1, respetively. Similarly, ells (n+2mod 2n; n 1); : : : ; (n+mmod 2n; n 1)
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an be lled with elements 1; : : : ;m   1 respetively. Thus Cn 1 = f1; 1; : : : ; n   2g, giving[2n℄=R0 [ Cn 1 = f0; 0; n   1; n   1g. That is, (0; n   1) annot be uniquely lled. Similarly,no other ell in olumn n   1 an be lled uniquely. That is, F 0=(0; 0; 0) is not ompletable.Again, it is not so muh the position of the deleted entry that matters, as the information thatthe deleted entry does not provide. That is, F 0 is a ritial set.On inspetion, the size of the partial set isr(F 0) = 3[(1=2)(m(m+1)+(n m 1)(n m)℄+(1=2)[(m+1)(m+2)+(n m 2)(n m 1)℄= (1=2)[(m+ 1)(3m+m+ 2) + (n m  1)(3n  3m+ n m  2)℄= (1=2)[2(m+ 1)(2m+ 1) + 2(n m  1)(2n  2n  1)℄= [(m+ 1)(2m+ 1) + (n m  1)(2(n m)  1)℄:Putting M = m+ 1 and N = n m, we getr(F 0) =M(M +m) + (N   1)(2N   1)as required.4.1 A general onstrution for type F = F(n;2,2,. . . ,2)We give a general onstrution for F-squares, of type F (n; 2; 2; : : : ; 2). As above let S be a niteset, say S = f0; 1; : : : ;m  1g. Let  = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cmg be any ordered olletion of m subsetsof S, eah of size 2, suh that eah element k 2 S ours in preisely two sets in . Now formthe olletion fL1; L2; : : : ; Lmg of 2 2 latin squares, where Li is formed from the elements ofthe set Ci; 1  i  m: Then a latin square (or latin struture) in the symbols L1; L2; : : : ; Lmrespetively is also an F-square of type F (n; 2; 2; : : : ; 2), in the elements 0,1,. . . ,m-1.Example 4 Let S be as given above, and let  = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cmg be the olletionff1; 2g; f2; 3g; f3; 4g; : : : ; fm  1;mg; fm; 1gg:Now form the latin squares:0 11 0 1 22 1 2 33 2 : : : m-2 m-1m-1 m-2 m-1 00 m-1Denote these by L1; L2; : : : ; Lm. Then the latin square F below, in the elements L1; L2; : : : ; Lmis also an F-struture in the elements 0; 1; : : : ;m  1.L1 L2 L3 . . . Lm 1 LmL2 L3 L4 . . . Lm L1L3 L4 L5 . . . L1 L2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Lm L1 L2 . . . Lm 2 Lm 1Theorem 13 The above F-struture is isomorphi to the F-struture :I II 2(I)
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Proof. Permute the rows of the F-square aording to the rule: 0 1 2 : : : n  1 n n+ 1 n+ 2 : : : 2n  10 2 4 : : : 2n  2 2n  1 1 3 : : : 2n  3 :Then permute the olumns using the same rule. 2Theorem 14 Let n = 2m;m  2. Let I be of order n. Then the F-square above has a ritialset of size 7m2 2. When I is of order n+1, then there is a ritial set of of size 7m2+7m 1.Proof.0 1 . . . m 1 0 1 . . . m 11 . . . m 1 1 . . . m 1. . . m 1 . . . m 1m 1 m 1m m. . . . . . . . . . . .m . . . n 2 m . . . n 20 1 . . . m 1 2 4 5 . . . . . . 0 11 . . . m 1 4 5 6 . . . . . . 1 2. . . m 1 4 5 6 7 . . . . . . 2 3m 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .m n 1 0 1 2 . . . . . . n 3 n 2. . . . . . 0 1 2 3 . . . . . . n 2 n 1m . . . n 2 1 2 3 4 . . . . . . n 1 0We will show that we an omplete row n and olumn n. Rn = f0; 0; : : : ;m  1;m  1g, andCn 1 = fm;m; : : : ; n 2g. Thus element n 1 an uniquely ll ell (n; n 1). Having lled thisell, we now have Rn = f0; 0; : : : ;m   1;m   1; n   1; n   1g, and Cn 1 = fm;m; : : : ; n   3g.That is, ell (n; n  2) an be uniquely lled by element n  2. Continuing in this way, we anuniquely omplete row n. Similarly, olumn n an also be uniquely ompleted. That is, wehave ompleted the lower right sub-square. Clearly the rest of the partial F-square an also beuniquely ompleted, sine the partial latin square is ompletable.Delete the entry (0; 0; 0). Then row n and olumn n an be uniquely ompleted still, thusthe lower right subsquare an be lled. Also some sub diagonals an be lled in the top let,top right and bottom right partial sub-squares. However these entries do not inlude either theelements 0 or n  1 whih are laking, so they do not provide any more information than if theywere not lled. Similar sort of argument an be made if any element was deleted from the topleft and right, and bottom left subsquares.Suppose now that entry (n; n+1; 4) was deleted. Then we an ll ells (n;m+1); : : : ; (n; n 1)with elements m + 1; : : : ; n   1 respetively, giving Rn = f0; 0; : : : ;m   1;m   1;m + 2;m +2; : : : ; n 1; n 1g. Thus we annot ll, for example, any ell in olumn n+1, sine the elementsouring twie in this olumn already exist twie in row n. Again, deleting another element inthis subsquare will lead to a non-ompletion for the partial F-square. That is, F 0 is a ritialset.The size of the ritial set isr(F ) = (3=2)(m(m+ 1) + (m  1)(m)) + n2   217
= 7m2   2For n = 2m+ 1 thenr(F ) = (3=2)(m(m+ 1) +m(m+ 1)) + n2   2= 3m2 + 3m+ 4m2 + 4m  1= 7m2 + 7m  1: 2
5 A general onstrution for F = F (n;1; 2; : : : ; v).Theorem 15 Let n = r + s where r and s are non-zero, positive integers; (n 3)=2  r  n 2, r = 1 + 2 + : : :+ u, and s = u+1 + u+2 + : : :+ v. Then there is an F-square of typeF (n;1; 2; : : : ; v) with ritial set of size r1(F ) = 12((r   1)r + s(s+ 1)).Proof.Consider the F-square F = F (n; 1; 1; : : : ; 1) below:0 1 2 . . . n-11 2 3 . . . 02 3 4 . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n-1 0 1 . . . n-2In the latin square, replae the rst 1 elements of the ordered set f0; 1; : : : ; n  1g by theelement 0, the next 2 elements by the element 1, et. Then we get a new F-square of typeF (n;1; 2; : : : ; v).If n = r + s then we onstrut the partial F-square F 0 as follows: Delete every element inthe F-square exept the rst r diagonals going from upper right to lower left, and the last s  1diagonals going from the upper right to the lower left. See the examples below with n = 8.If i = 1 for every i then F is a latin square, and thus F 0 is a ritial set ([7℄). Suppose F isnot a latin square. Consider ell (0; n 1). The union of R0 and Cn 1 is the multiset ontainingeah of the elements i 2 f0; : : : ; s  1g i times, and eah of the elements j 2 fs; : : : ; v   2g jtimes. That is, the only element that does our a suÆient number of times is v   1, whihours only v 1 1 times. Thus ell (0; n 1) an be uniquely lled by element v 1. Fill this.Row two so far ontains element 0, 0   1, and eah of the elements i 2 f1; : : : ; sg; i times.Column n 1 now ontains eah of the elements j 2 fs; : : : ; v 1g j times. Thus element 0 anuniquely ll ell (1; n  1). Continuing this way, olumn n  1 an be entirely lled. Similarly,olumn (n  2), et, until the entire partial square is lled.Delete the entry (0; 0; 0) from the partial F-square. Then modifying the arguments we madefor F-squares of type F (n; 2; : : : ; 2), we an show that no entry in row 0 an ever be lled, andsimilarly for olumn 0.Thus we have a ritial set. The ritial set onsists of two triangles, the upper triangle havingsize 12m(m  1), and the lower triangle has size 12(n m)(n m+ 1). Thus on substituting, weget : r(F ) = 12((s  1)s+ r(r + 1)). 2
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Example 5 Let n = 8. Now 8 = 1 + 2 + 2 + 3. (There are of ourse other ways of writing 8 asa sum). Further, we an write (i) 8 = (1 + 2 + 2) + 3 or (ii) 8 = (1 + 3) + (2 + 2). The F-squaresorresponding to these two ases are as follows:Case(i) : 8 = (1 + 2 + 2) + 31 2 2 3 3 4 4 42 2 3 3 4 4 4 12 3 3 4 4 4 1 23 3 4 4 4 1 2 23 4 4 4 1 2 2 34 4 4 1 2 2 3 34 4 1 2 2 3 3 44 1 2 2 3 3 4 4Type F(8;1,2,2,3)
1 2 2 3 3 182 2 3 32 3 33 33 44 4 64ritial setCase(ii) : 8 = (1 + 3) + (2 + 2)1 2 2 2 3 3 4 42 2 2 3 3 4 4 12 2 3 3 4 4 1 22 3 3 4 4 1 2 23 3 4 4 1 2 2 23 4 4 1 2 2 2 34 4 1 2 2 2 3 34 1 2 2 2 3 3 4Type F(8;1,2,2,3)
1 2 2 2 162 2 22 22 33 33 3 4 64ritial setCorollary 2 If n is even and r = s, then r(F ) = n24 . If n is odd and s = r + 1, then r(F ) = n2 14 .Proof. If n is even and r = s, then r(F ) = 12(r(r   1) + r(r + 1)) = n24 . If n is odd ands = r + 1, then r(F ) = 12(r(r + 1) + r(r + 1)) = r2 + r = (n 12 )2 + n 12 = n2 14 . 2
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